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A complaint filed with the Maryland Judicial Campaign
Conduct Committee (MDJCCC) on April 20, 2012 alleges that
candidate Joseph M. Stanalonis of St. Mary's County misled voters
and misrepresented his title with several pieces of campaign
materials, including a flyer comparing his qualification to those of
his opponent, Judge David W. Densford. The complaint further
charges that a campaign brochure disseminated after the Primary
Election violates Maryland's election rules. The complaint alleges
that by making misleading statements, using misleading images,
misrepresenting his title and violating election laws, Mr. Stanalonis'
campaign violated MDJCCC's Standards for the Conduct of
Contested Judicial Elections.
The Committee fmds that five statements used on materials
distributed by the Stanalonis campaign violate MDJCCC's
Standard Ill (Campaign Communications - Truthfulness and
Dignity) and Standard ll (Campaign Communications Impartiality). The Committee further finds that a post-Primary
Election campaign brochure violates Standard Vll (Financial
Contributions).
The Committee did not find that six other campaign
materials, including one with Judge Densford's image, violated the
standards.

P.O. Box 104271 Baltimore, Maryland 212091410.465.1909 phone/fax 1www.mdjccc.org

A.

Background.

The Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee (MDJCCC) is a diverse,
representative bi-partisan group of Marylanders, all volunteers, committed to promoting and
maintaining respect for the uniqueness of the judicial function. It was formed at the suggestion
of Chief Judge Robert A. Bell of the Court of Appeals of Maryland. Its chair is the former
president of the League of Women Voters of Maryland and current member of the Attorney
Grievance Commission, Linda B. Pierson. Maryland is one of at least 25 states that have
created such committees.
MDJCCC has established Standards for the Conduct ofJudicial Elections. It has invited all
judicial candidates - incumbents and challengers alike -to agree to abide by those Standards in
their campaigns. The Committee receives and attempts to resolve complaints alleging violations
ofthose Standards. It has no official power to censure or sanction violations ofthose Standards.
MDJCCC 's commitment is to promote public education about the role ofjudges and to assist
voters in obtaining accurate and relevant information about judicial contests.
Several key propositions have guided MDJCCC 's work: Judicial elections are difforent from
other political contests. Candidates for judicial office should promote the impartial performance
oftheir judicial duties according to the law and to the facts that are developed in court. Respect
for the rule of law - of which judges should be exemplars - requires that judicial candidates
conduct themselves with the dignity and integrity that the public has a right to expect of those
who hold, or aspire to hold, judicial office. 1

B.

The Committee's Inquiry.

The Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee received a complaint by mail on
April20, 2012 from attorney George E. Meng regarding the campaign conduct of St. Mary's
County judicial candidate Joseph M. Stanalonis, an assistant state's attorney in that county.2
(Exhibit 1) The complaint alleged that a campaign flyer distributed by the Stanalonis campaign
before the April 3 primary election (Exhibit 2) contained misleading statements and images. The
1

A more detailed statement of the background, purpose, program and procedure of the MDICCC is set forth on its
website at www.mdjccc.org.
2
In the April 3 primary election, incumbent Judge Densford won the Democratic primary and challenger Joseph
Stanalonis won the Republican primary. The candidates will now face each other in the November 6, 2012 general
election.
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flyer paired photographs of Mr. Stanalonis with incumbent candidate Judge David W. Densford
under the headline, "For Circuit Court Judge, the Choice is Clear." The complaint alleges that
the flyer misled voters in several ways:
•

The photographs depicted Mr. Stanalonis in a coat and tie while Judge Densford is
portrayed in a casual Hawaiian shirt, allegedly placing Judge Densford in a less favorable
light, inconsistent with the image of a judicial officer.

•

The statement, "Donated $1,000 to O'Malley on July 14, 2010," placed next to the
statement "Appointed by O'Malley on February 3, 2012," implies that Judge Densford's
contribution may have influenced his appointment.

•

The statement, "As judge, has never sentenced a single criminal to jail," unfairly fails to
point out that Judge Densford had been sworn in just weeks prior to the flyer's
distribution and had not actually handled a criminal sentencing yet.

•

The assertion that Judge Densford "opposes your right to elect Judges" and "opposes
registration of convicted sexual predators" mischaracterizes his stance on those issues.

•

The statement that Mr. Stanalonis "established juvenile and adult drug courts" is false.

•

The statement, "We must reform our criminal justice system, deal firmly and justly with
crime, and stop heading down the path of protecting the criminals with no regard for the
safety of our children, our schools and our community,'' raises questions about whether

Mr. Stanalonis could be impartial as a judicial officer.
A copy of the complaint was sent by regular mail and by email to Mr. Stanalonis on April
21, 2012; the Committee requested a reply by April27, 2012. (Exhibit 3)
After reviewing the complaint, Committee Chair Pierson appointed a panel of two
Committee Members, Ms. Leigh R Mehon and Mr. Timothy F. Maloney, to conduct an inquiry
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along with her. The Committee made further inquiries by telephone and email, including staff
interviews with Mr. Meng, Mr. Stanalonis and Judge Densford.
On May 5, 2012, the Committee received an unsigned response from The Committee to

Elect Joseph Stanalonis.3 (Exhibit 4) On May 18,2012, the Committee requested additional
details from Mr. Stanalonis and asked that he respond by June 1, 2012. (Exhibit 5) On June 5,
2012, the day that the Committee received Mr. Stanalonis' reply (Exhibit 6), the Committee also
received supplemental documentation from the complainant, Mr. Meng. (Exhibit 7) Upon
reviewing the supplemental documentation, the Committee determined that the supplemental
documentation actually alleged several additional complaints. Among the additional complaints
alleged against the Stanalonis' campaign were the following:
•

A community breakfast announcement did not have an indication of authority from an
authorized campaign committee as required by Maryland law. (Exhibit 8)

•

Campaign flyers had been circulated falsely claiming that Mr. Stanalonis has been
"endorsed by local police" and misled voters by using "for" in small lettering in an effort
to imply Mr. Stanalonis was already serving as a Circuit Court Judge. (Exhibits 9a and 9b

and Exhibits 1Oa and 1Ob)
•

Campaign materials attempted to create the false impression that Mr. Stanalonis was an
incumbent judge by using ''for'' in small typeface next to the much larger word "Judge"
in an effort to imply Mr. Stanalonis was already serving as a Circuit Court Judge.
(Exhibits II, 12, 13)

3

In its response, The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis notes that Mr. Stanalonis did not sign the candidate
agreement form agreeing to abide by the Committee's Standards. The Committee has never conditioned its authority
to consider and resolve complaints against a judicial candidate on whether the candidate agreed to abide by
Standards adopted by the Committee. The Standards adopted by MDJCCC are based upon the Code of Judicial
Conduct, and that Code places identical restrictions on judicial candidates who are judges and non-judges who are
candidates for judicial office.
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•

Statements from a local newspaper editorial were misquoted on circulated campaign
flyers to suggest they applied solely to Mr. Stanalonis and not to both candidates.
(Exhibit 14, 15, 16)

•

Mr. Stanalonis' campaign website falsely claims that he "created the St. Mary's County
Child Advocacy Center"; the claim was also included in two campaign mailings.
(Exhibits 17, 18, 19)
On June 15,2012, the Committee sent the amended complaint to Mr. Stanalonis and

asked that he reply by June 29,2012. (Exhibit 20) The Committee also granted Mr.
Stanalonis' request to extend the deadline to July 6, 2012. On that date, the Committee
received a three-page, unsigned response to the most recent complaints from The Committee
to Elect Joe Stanalonis. (Exhibit 21)

C.

Introduction.

At issue before the Committee is campaign material, including flyers and signage,
distributed by the Stanalonis campaign prior to the April3, 2012 primary election, and a
campaign breakfast invitation distributed in May after the primary. There are twelve separate
complaints against the Stanalonis campaign. Of the twelve, the Committee finds no violation in
six instances, and finds that the Standards were violated in six instances.
D.

Findings.

1.
lfAWAIIAN SHIRT PHOTOGRAPH
Standard implicated: Standard VI. Campaign Communications- Visual Materials
Finding: No violation

The initial complaint (Exhibit I) alleges that a flyer circulated by Mr. Stanalonis'
campaign sought to place his opponent, Judge Densford, in an unfavorable light by using side-
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by-side photographs of the candidates. (Exhibits 2 and lOb) Mr. Stanalonis' photograph depicts
him wearing a dark suit and tie; the photograph of Judge Densford shows him wearing a
Hawaiian shirt.
The flyer implicates Standard VI, which addresses visual materials used in campaign
literature. That standard provides that candidates ''must take particular care to ensure that visual
campaign materials conform to the foregoing Standards and comport with the dignity and
integrity of judicial office."
The Committee does not believe that the use of a photograph of Judge Densford in casual
attire is likely to undermine the dignity of the judicial office or mislead voters about Judge
Densford' s professionalism. Even the most casual reader understands that lawyers and judges
have lives outside the courtroom in which casual attire is appropriate. While it is clear that Mr.
Stanalonis' campaign intended to portray Judge Densford in a comparatively less professional,
non-judicial image, the Committee believes that the photograph was not likely to undermine
judicial dignity or mislead voters in violation of Standard VI.

2.
DoNATION/APPOINTMENT STATEMENTS IN FLYER

Standard imnlicated: Standard lll. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: No violation
The Stanalonis campaign distributed a flyer ("the Choice is Clear'') that featured two
statements next to each other: "Judge Densford donated $1,000 to (Governor) O'Malley'' and
Judge Densford was "appointed by O'Malley." (Exhibits 2 and lOb) Both statements are, in
fact, accurate. Judge Densford readily admits that he donated $1,000 to Governor O'Malley's
campaign and the Maryland Campaign Reporting Information System of the State Board of
Elections confirms that on July 14,2010, Judge Densford donated $1,000 to the Friends of
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Martin O'Malley Committee. Eighteen months later, on December 22, 2011, Governor O'Malley

appointed Judge Densford to the Circuit Court for St Mary's County.
In its response, the Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis states, "[c]!early the governor
takes into account a candidate's political affiliations when making judicial appointments."
(Exhibit 4) That type of argument is fair game in a judicial campaign. The more problematic
issue is whether, in visually linking the campaign contribution with the appointment, the
Stanalonis campaign attempted to create the false impression that Judge Densford "bought" his
judgeship.
The statements in the flyer - and their particular juxtaposition - implicate Standard Ill,
which pertains to the truthfulness and dignity in campaign communications. Standard lll states
that a candidate for judicial office "shall not knowingly make false or misleading representation
about his or her own qualifications, record or experience, or those of any other judicial
candidate." Standard Ill further states that a candidate shall "communicate in a dignified manner
and shall refrain from making inflammatory, sensational or abusive statements."
Linked together, the two statements could easily be construed in a false and sensational
manner, i.e., that Judge Densford "bought'' his appointment, or in a merely political manner, i.e.,
Judge Densford is a supporter of Governor O'Malley and that judicial appointments can have
partisan aspects to them. Arranged together, the statements are susceptible to both
interpretations. Indeed, both meanings may have been intended.
The former construction ("he bought the office") is false, sensational, and clearly
demeaning to the dignity of the office; the latter ("he is an O'Malley donor and was appointed")
is merely a recitation of two accurate statements of fact, which may or may not be relevant to a
campaign for judicial office.
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Because these statements are plainly accurate but, linked together, are susceptible to two
interpretations, one benign and the other not, it cannot be said that this flyer clearly violates
Standard III's prohibition against communications that impair the dignity ofjudicial elections or
lack truthfulness.

3.
"As JUDGE HAS NEVER SENTENCED A SINGLE CRIMINAL TO JAIL"
~tandard implicated: Standard III. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: Violation

The complaint alleges that this statement, also on "the Choice is Clear" flyer, knowingly
mischaracterizes Judge Densford's record because he had not yet participated in a criminal
sentencing.
Judge Densford was appointed on December 22, 2011, and he was sworn in as an
associate judge of the Circuit Court for St. Mary's County on February 3, 2012. The flyer was
prepared in February, shortly after his sweating-in, and circulated in March and April, a period
of time in which Judge Densford had not yet been assigned a criminal sentencing. In response to
the allegation, The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis states that the statement is necessary to
clarify campaign materials that would lead an average voter to conclude that Judge Densford had
experience as a judge. (Exhibit 4) The Stanalonis campaign contends that this ''remains
necessary, in our opinion, to clarify the materials put forth [by the Densford campaign] that
would lead an average voter to conclude that he actually had experience as a judge... " (Exhibit
4)
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Standard III addresses the truthfulness and dignity of campaign communications, and
states that a candidate may not knowingly make a false or misleading representation about the
record of another judicial candidate.
This flyer is a deliberately false representation of Judge Densford's record. By stating
that Judge Densford had "never sentenced a criminal to jail," the Stanalonis campaign attempted
to mislead voters about Judge Densford's sentencing history, when he had actually not been on

the bench long enough to have sentenced any defendants. This statement was calculated to
create the false impression that Judge Densford had imposed sentences on defendants, but
without incarceration, strongly implying that Judge Densford was unwilling to impose jail
sentences when appropriate. The statement tends to impair public confidence in the judiciary by
falsely suggesting that a member of the St. Mary's County Circuit Court was not willing to
impose sentences of incarceration when warranted, when in fact, that member of the court had
not even conducted his first sentencing.
This statement is a particularly egregious violation of the truthfulness requirements of
Standard III, because while it is technically accurate that Judge Densford had not sentenced
anyone, he had only been in office for several weeks and never actually had a sentencing. This
is a willful and deliberate misrepresentation. It is compounded by the fact that it originates from
the campaign of an assistant states' attorney, an officer of the court, who is obviously in a
position to know the real truth.
The campaign's explanation is that this language was intended to highlight Judge
Densford's lack of experience in criminal sentencing. This explanation is plainly disingenuous,
especially since the intended meaning is so patently obvious to the average voter, i.e., that Judge
Densford is "soft on crime." Unlike the O'Malley campaign contribution issue (Section 3), there
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is no real ambiguity here. The statement that "Judge Densford has never sentenced a single
criminal to jail" is not merely inflammatory; it is a deliberate attempt to falsely characterize
Judge Densford's record. Not only does the statement place Judge Densford in a false light, but
also it impairs public confidence in the judiciary.
This type of plainly misleading statement has no place in a judicial campaign. It is an
inflammatory and willful falsification of Judge Densford's record and precisely what Standard
III was designed to prevent

4.
"OPPOSES YOUR RIGHT TO ELECT JUDGES"

Standard implicated: Standard III. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: Violation
The complaint alleges that the statement, also featured on "the Choice is Clear" flyer, is
untrue, and that Judge Densford has consistently supported the right of Maryland citizens to elect
circuit court judges.
At an appearance at a public forum sponsored by the League of Women Voters on March
29, 2012, Judge Densford denied publicly that he was opposed to judicial elections. According to
a report at www.thebaynet.com, Judge Densford attributed any confusion about his position on
judicial elections to his support of the local bar association's release to the public of the results of
the membership vote that opposed judicial elections. Judge Densford has, in the past, as a
member of the Maryland State Bar Association Board of Governors, voted in favor of judicial
elections. More recently, he has taken the public stance that he has no position on judicial
elections.
In response, the Stanalonis campaign does not point to any statement by Judge Densford
opposing judicial elections. Instead, it argues that "[o]ur opponent and his public supporters and
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financial backers vigorously supported the (StMary's County) Bar publication to our local
media of their brand new policy position that our opponent was 'properly vetted' and therefore
should not have to 'be subjected to a contested judicial election.' " (Exhibit 4) The St. Mary's
County Bar Association voted in February to join the position of the MSBA, which opposes
judicial elections. Neither candidate attended that meeting nor did they vote on the resolution.
Both did attend the March 13 meeting in which the SMC Bar voted to announce the results of the
membership vote to the public. Judge Densford says he voted in favor of releasing the resolution
to the

local press because he "did not believe that the Bar ought to pass a resolution and keep it a

secret."
In defining Standard III, which prohibits untruthful or misleading statements about
candidates' qualifications, the Commentary points out that a judicial candidate should not
"express an opinion about his or her opponent's record or any other campaign issue without
providing a reasonable factual basis for that opinion."
The Committee finds that the Stanalonis campaign intended to mislead voters with the
statement. The record is clear that Judge Densford has never opposed judicial elections. Despite
Judge Densford's previous voting record in support of judicial elections and his current
noncommittal public stance, the Stanalonis campaign flyer attempted to create the false
impression that Judge Densford opposed the practice of elections for circuit court judges, when
he had never done so. The Committee finds that this is an untruthful and misleading statement in
violation Standard III.
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5.
''OPPOSES REGISTRATION OF CONVICTED SEXUAL PREDATORS."

Standard implici}ted: Standard III. Campaign Communications - Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: Violation
The complaint alleges that this statement, also found on "the Choice is Clear" flyer, is
simply untrue and that Judge Densford has never expressed any opposition to the registration of
convicted sex offenders, including sexual predators. Judge Densford has made it clear that he has
never opposed the statutory scheme for registration of convicted sex offenders, and the
Stanalonis campaign has not offered any evidence to the contrary. Instead, the Stanalonis
campaign cites numerous occasions in which Judge Densford, as a private lawyer prior to his
judicial appointment, represented criminal defendants and made arguments on their behalf about
whether or not their convictions subjected them to registration under Maryland's sexual offender
laws.
The Stanalonis campaign did not identify any instance in which Judge Densford had
opposed the legal concept of registering convicted sex offenders, as opposed to representing
individual defendants who were contesting their registration status. The distinction is obviously
significant, and the effort by the Stanalonis campaign to confuse the two is a blatant
misrepresentation of Judge Densford' s record.
This statement is troublesome in two areas. First of all, it is misleading to the extent that
it suggests that Judge Densford opposes the concept of sex offender registration. Standard III's
prohibition against misleading statements about a candidate's qualifications or record is rooted in
Rule 8.2(a) of the Maryland Rules of Professional Conduct That rule states that lawyers,
including lawyer candidates for judicial office, "shall not make a statement that the lawyer
knows to be false or with reckless disregard as to its truth or falsity concerning the qualifications
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or integrity of a judge or of a candidate for election or appointment to judicial or legal office." It
is plainly misleading to attempt to create the impression that Judge Densford opposes the sex
offender registration program, when he has not.
The Stanalonis campaign justifies the statement by saying it applies to the defense work
of Judge Densford prior to his appointment. This explanation conflicts with the plain language
of the statement- "opposes registration of sex offenders"- that is set in the present tense. Even
if we were to accept the Stanalonis campaign explanation, it is problematic. To the extent the
statement applies to defense work by Judge Densford prior to his appointment, it violates
Standard I and IV because the statement is sensational and attempts to stigmatize the
representation of criminal defendants. As an officer of the court, Mr. Stanalonis is aware of the
legal duty of all counsel to effectively represent clients. By attacking Judge Densford's
discharge of his duty as counsel, Mr. Stanalonis improperly brings into disrepute the
representation of criminal defendants, an essential function of the criminal justice system.
The preamble to the Maryland Rules of Professional Conduct makes it clear that lawyers
"should further the public's understanding and confidence in the rule of law and the justice
system ... " To the extent the statement applies to Judge Densford's advocacy as private counsel,
it sensationalizes the representation of criminal defendants who are potentially subject to
offender registration, an important function in our criminal justice system, and violates Standard
III. Indeed, this type of sensational statement calls into question whether or not Mr. Stanalonis
will be able to demonstrate the appearance of impartiality as a judge where sex offenders and
their counsel come before him on registration issues.
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6.
"WE MUST REFORM OUR CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM, DEAL FIRMLY AND JUSTLY WITH CRIME,
AND STOP HEADING DOWN THE PATH OF PROTECTING CRIMINALS WITH NO REGARD FOR THE
SAFETY OF OUR CHILDREN, OUR SCHOOLS AND OUR COMMUNITY." (EMPHASIS SUPPLIED.)

Standards implicated: Standard II. Campaign Communications - Impartiality; Standard III.
Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: Violation
The statement was featured at the bottom of "the Choice is Clear'' flyer and was also
included in letters mailed to voters on February 20 and March 7. (Exhibits 18 and 19) On its
face, the statement is troublesome because it suggests that the judicial election represents a
choice between "dealing firmly and justly with crime" or, alternatively, "heading down the path
of protecting criminals with no regard for the safety of our children, our schools and our
community."
In response, the Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis maintains that the statement is an
accurate expression of Mr. Stanalonis' belief that the criminal justice system needs to be
reformed and improved, and does not suggest that he will not be fair or impartial if elected to the
Circuit Court. (Exhibit 4)
Public advocacy about criminal justice reform should always be encouraged. As a
member of the Bar, Mr. Stanalonis serves as an officer of the court. As an assistant state's
attorney, he is, himself, a critical part of the criminal justice system. He is certainly well within
his rights to criticize or comment on sentencing practices, prosecutorial decisions or other
matters impacting the administration ofjustice in St. Mary's County.
However, his characterization of the criminal justice system as "heading down the path of
protecting criminals" with ''no regard for the safety of our children, our schools and our
community" crosses the line. (Emphasis supplied.) The campaign's word choice illustrates the
fine line between inflammatory language (the criminal justice system has no regard for
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children's safety) and permissible hyperbole (the criminal justice system has insujjlcient regard
for children's safety). It might be fair to opine that the criminal justice system is paying
insufficient regard to the safety of children, schools and community, but the claim that the
system is paying "no" regard to public safety issues is way over the line and is highly
inflammatory. The statement used by the Stanalonis' campaign is clearly calculated to stoke
voter prejudice and impair public confidence in the administration of justice. As such, it plainly
violates Standard III's prohibition against statements that are "inflammatory" or "sensational."
This statement is not befitting of an officer of the court and has no place in a judicial campaign.
This statement is also problematic because it may impair the appearance of impartiality if

Mr. Stanalonis is elected to judicial office. Standard II proscribes the use of statements that
"might reasonably be understood to compromise his or her impartiality and objectivity." As
noted in the Committee's Commentary to Standard II, candidates' statements and views "must be
temperate" and must "remind the audience that the touchstone of a judge's responsibility, the
oath that a judge is sworn to uphold, is objectivity and impartiality."
In a practical regard, Standard II exists to preserve respect for the administration of
justice, especially because a candidate who is committed ''to a point of view with respect to
specific issues or causes may prompt recusal motions to be filed in cases that come before the
candidate." Ultimately, a candidate's responsibility if elected will be to apply the law to the facts
as they unfold in the courtroom, and to provide both the appearance and reality of fairness to all
parties in front of them. Mr. Stanalonis' expressed views about the justice system clearly detract
from his ability to appear fair and impartial if elected, and therefore violate Standard II.
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7.
COMMUNITY BREAKFAST ANNOUNCEMENT LACKS AUTHORITY LINE

Standard implicated: Standard VII. Financial Contributions.
Findin~: Violation
The complaint alleges that a Community Breakfast flyer announcing a March 11th
fundraiser for the Stanalonis campaign (Exhibit 8) fails to adhere to Maryland's campaign
finance laws, which require an authority line on all campaign materials.
The Committee reviewed the announcement and was unable to locate any authority line.
All campaign finance entities that publish campaign materials are required by law to list the
name of the treasurer of the sponsoring entity. Md. Code Ann., Elect.§ 13-40l(a)(l). The
purpose of this law is to allow the public and campaign finance regulators to identify the source
and funding of all campaign materials. Because the flyer did not contain an authority line, it
violates Standard VII, which requires the campaign to comply with campaign finance laws.
It should be noted, however, that this particular communication was simply a breakfast
invitation and not an advocacy piece, and that all other campaign communications from the
Stanalonis campaign appear to comply with the authority line requirement. Additionally, the
sponsoring entity was clearly the Stanalonis campaign. While the absence of an authority line
here clearly violated Maryland election law and Standard VII, the violation may have been
inadvertent and the impact of the violation appears de minimis.

8.
"ENDORSED BY OUR LOCAL POLICE."

Standard imPlicated: Standard Ill. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: No violation
The statement was used on two different flyers (''the Choice is Clear" flyer and the
"Fighting to Put Criminals Behind Bars" flyer) distributed before the primary election. (Exhibits
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9 and 10) The complaint alleges that Mr. Stanalonis' campaign received an endorsement from
the Fraternal Order of Police, not from the "local police," and is therefore misleading in violation
of Standard III.
Police departments are public agencies and do not endorse candidates; police unions do,
however. The statement appears to be referring to the Maryland Lodge 7 of the Fraternal Order
of Police, the collective bargaining unit for the StMary's Sheriff's Department, and not to the
department itself. The Committee believes that while the statement creates potential for
confusion, it is not a violation because even the most careful reader is unlikely to be misled by
the distinction between the FOP and "local police."

9.
QUOTES FROM THE ENTERPRISE NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL

Standard implicated: Standard III. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: Violation
The complaint alleges that a March 29 newspaper ad and a dinner brochure circulated in
May (Exhibits 14 and 15) mislead voters when they misquote an editorial from The Enterprise
newspaper. On the previous day, March 28, The Enterprise had run an editorial praising both
candidates, and stated, "Both Densford and Stanalonis are decent, honorable men who have
taken their legal work seriously and been generous with their time in community affairs."
(Exhibit 16) (Emphasis supplied.)
The Stanalonis newspaper ad and brochure misquoted the editorial, attributing
inaccurately - and in quotation marks - the statement that Mr. Stanalonis is "decent, honorable,
generous with his time in community affairs" and "has taken his legal work seriously." (Exhibits
14 and 15) (Emphasis supplied.)
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This is a plain misquotation of The Enterprise editorial, which attributed these qualities to
both candidates, not just Mr. Stanalonis. This misquotation is clearly inappropriate from an
officer of the court. Indeed, if such a misquotation has been ftled by Mr. Stanalonis in a court
proceeding, it would have been sanctionable. It is no more acceptable in a judicial campaign.
Standard ill prohibits false and misleading statements. By altering the quotations from
the actual text of The Enterprise editorial and failing to disclose that the newspaper endorsed his
opponent, Mr. Stanalonis misled the voters about the newspaper's actual statement, which
applied compliments to both candidates, yet endorsed Judge Densford. This misquotation is
compounded by the fact that it is attributed to not just any source, but to StMary's County's
largest and most respected newspaper.
In fact, the editorial from which the quotes were lifted actually endorsed Judge Densford.
The use of the complimentary quotes about Mr. Stanalonis, attributing them to The Enterprise,
gives the misleading impression that The Enterprise endorsed Mr. Stanalonis. To lift
complimentary quotes out of an editorial that endorses a judicial candidate's opponent without
disclosing the important fact that the newspaper endorsed the opponent constitutes an
impermissible attempt to mislead voters.

10.
LAWN SIGNS, LARGE SIGNS AND BUMPERSTICKERS THAT USE THE WORD "FOR."

Standmf implicated: Standard IV. Misrepresentation of Title
Finding: No violation
The complaint alleges that in several campaign advertisements and signage, the size of
the typeface used for the words "Joe Stanalonis" and "Circuit Court Judge" is significantly larger
than the typeface used for the word "for." (Exhibits 11, 12, 13) The complaint alleges that Mr.
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Stanalonis sought to create the false impression that he was currently serving as a Circuit Court
Judge. The Committee disagrees.
Standard IV prohibits misrepresentation of title and states that a candidate "shall not use
the title of an office not currently held by
the candidate." The Committee has
explained that inventive use of fonts and
typeface to suggest that a candidate for
judicial office who is not a judge is a judge
would be impermissible. In its
commentary to Standard IV, the
Committee recognizes that the creative use

$ .. CIRCUIT CIURT JUDGE

of typeface and font has been used in past
campaigns to impermissibly suggest that a
candidate is currently serving as a judge.

To meet that threshold, the Committee has pointed to specific examples, such as the use of the
title Judge prior to a candidate's name (i.e., ELECT as JUDGE JOHN SMITH), or use of a
typeface so small it is " unreadable by passing motorists." While these examples are in no way
exhaustive of the various ways in which a candidate might be found in violation of Standard IV,
they do illustrate the ways in which a misleading impression can be communicated.
In reviewing actual flyers and photographs of signage used in Mr. Stanalonis' campaign,
the Committee believes that there is no violation of the Standard in these specific instances. To
be sure, the typeface used in the road signs for the word "for" is significantly smaller, but it is
not unreadable. Similarly, the smaller ''for" in printed material is much smaller, but still readable.
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Additionally, the campaign materials consistently use Mr. Stanalonis' name before the title of the
office he is seeking. It is unlikely that "JOE STANALONIS for CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE" is
as likely to mislead voters as, for example, "Elect as CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE JOE
STANALONIS." For those reasons, the Committee fmds no violation of Standard IV.

ll.
"ESTABLISHED JUVENILE AND ADULT DRUG COURTS" AND "PIONEERED SHOP-WITH-A-cOP
PROGRAM."

Standard implicated: Standard ill. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: No violation
The complaint alleges that statements on the "Choice is Clear" flyer (Exhibit 2 and 1Ob)
that Mr. Stanalonis "established the juvenile and adult drug courts" and "pioneered shop-with-acop program" would mislead voters to believe that Mr. Stanalonis single-handedly developed
these important community programs.
Standard III requires that campaign communications be truthful. Clearly the juvenile and
adult drug courts and the shop-with-a-cop program were established with broad participation by
a number of stakeholders, including judges, prosecutors, county officials, members of the Bar,
counselors and others for the court programs, and the law enforcement community for the "shopwith-a-cop" program. No one person or entity single-handedly established these programs,
something even the most casual reader would understand. While the use of the terms
"established" or "pioneered" might create different impressions for different readers as to the
importance or preeminence of Mr. Stanalonis' roles here, it cannot be said that these statements
violates Standard III.
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12.
"CREATED THE ST. MARY'S COUNTY CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER" STATEMENT INCLUDED ON
OFFICIAL CAMPAIGN WEBSITE AND IN MARCH 7 AND FEBRUARY 20 MAILING

Standard implicated: Standard III. Campaign Communications- Truthfulness and Dignity
Finding: No violation
The complaint raises a similar issue to the prior one. It points to three instances in which
the Stanalonis campaign states that Mr. Stanalonis "created" the child advocacy center, one on
the candidate's official web site (www.joestanalonis.com) and the other two on mailings sent to
voters on February 20 and March 7. (Exhibits 17, 18, 19) The complaint alleges that other
individuals were equally involved in establishing the Center besides just Mr. Stanalonis.
Like the prior complaint, the words chosen here ("creat~" "establish~" ''pioneered")
imply the dubious premise that a single individual, Mr. Stanalonis, "created" this communitywide program. However, it is not likely to mislead most voters. While it may be an exaggerated
and overreaching characterization of Mr. Stanalonis' accomplishments, it is not a clear violation
of Standard III.

E. Conclusion.

Judicial elections, like all campaigns, are ultimately contests of personalities, experience,
and ideas. Because they are contests, there are many tactics which some may find debatable or
even offensive, but they do not necessarily violate the Standards for the Conduct of Contested
Judicial Elections. This includes displaying photographs of opponents in Hawaiian shirts,
focusing on an opponent's prior campaign contribution, or offering credentials that may be
exaggerated.
But in some very important respects, judicial contests are different than other elections.
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All judicial candidates are officers of the cour4 with important obligations to the justice system.
These obligations include not just truthfulness, but candor. In very real ways, judicial campaigns
may shape the public's respect for the institution of the judiciary. And the campaign conduct that
may ultimately bring electoral success may, at the same time, ultimately impair confidence in the
courts. Candidates must avoid any conduct on the campaign trail that would cause parties
coming before the court later on to question that judge's integrity, fairness or impartiality, once
elected or retained.
This is why the values of truthfulness, candor and respect for the administration ofjustice
are so important in judicial campaigns. Not all of the Stanalonis campaign materials violated the
Standards and seven allegations were not sustained. But in five instances (#3, #4, #5, #6 and #9),
the Stanalonis campaign either willfully misrepresented the record or public positions of Judge
Densford, or grossly misportrayed the justice system itself. This type of conduct has no place in
a campaign for judicial office, and clearly violates the Standards for the Conduct of Contested
Judicial Elections.

For the Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee,

___________________

------------~s

Linda B. Pierson, Chair
August 6, 2012

This decision is available on the website ofthe Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee
atwww.mdjccc.org. Copies have been furnished to The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis on
behalfofMr. Stanalonis and to the complainant Mr. George E. Meng.
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Exhibits
Decision regarding the judicial campaign of Joseph M. Stanalonis

1. Complaint dated April19, 2012
2. Copy of back of flyer titled, "For Circuit Court the Choice is Clear"
3. Letter from MDJCCC to Mr. Stanalonis dated April21, 2012
4. Undated response from The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis
5. Letter froni MDJCCC to Mr. Stanalonis dated May 18, 2012 requesting additional
information.
6. Response from The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis dated May 30, 2012.
7. Supplemental complaint documentation dated May 17, 2012
8. Community Breakfast Announcement
9. (a) Front of campaign flyer titled, ''the Choice is Clear"; (b) back of campaign
flyer
10. (a) Front of campaign flyer titled, "As a tough prosecutor, ... "; (b) back of
campaign flyer
11. Lawn sign measuring 18"x24" with statement, "JOE STANALONIS for
CIRCUIT COURT illDGE
12. Large sign stating, "JOE STANALONIS for CIRCUIT COURT JUDGE" and
"Thank You"
13. Bumper sticker stating, "JOE STANALONIS for CIRCUIT COURT IDDGE"
14. Copy of ad placed in dinner brochure for St. Mary's County republican Central
Committee Lincoln/Reagan Dinner held on May 11, 2012
15. Campaign ad placed in the March 29, 2012 edition of The County Times
16. Editorial from The Enterprise dated March 28, 2012
17. Printout of pages from www.joestanalonis.com/aboutjoe
18. Campaign letter mailed to voters/neighbors dated February 20, 2012
19. Campaign letter mailed to voters/neighbors dated March 7, 2012
20. Letter from MDJCCC to Mr. Stanalonis dated June 15, 2012
21. Undated response from The Committee to Elect Joe Stanalonis to MDJCCC
received via email on July 6, 2012

EXHIBIT 1

JUDICIAL ELECTION COMPLAINT FORM
Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee
P.O. Box 10427
Baltimore, Maryland 21209

Date of Complaint:

------'~
~-/'---'-l~j,_V_ZLJ
__I_ Z_ _ __

Name of Individual Making Complaint:
Complete Address:
Phone (day):
Email address:

_ _ _ _ _ __ _

George E, Meng, Esauire

85 Sherry Lane, Suite lB, Prince Frederick, Md. 20678

4 10 - 535-550 0

Phone (even in g): _ _
3_0_1_-_8_5_5_-_7_0_
4 _7 _ __

gem@menglaw. com

----~---~-------------------

Name of Judicial candidate who is the subject of this Complaint:

NATURE OF COMPLAINT: (Please be specific and attach pertinent materials as
necessary. If your Complaint involves television commercials, radio broadcasts, internet
sites, etc., please attach a copy ofthe video or audiotape, if available. Attach additional
sheets, as needed.)

SEE ATTACHED LETTER.

I have read the Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee's Standards for the
Conduct of Contested Judicial Elections and believe the actions or activity described
above constitutes a violation of those Standards. The above-referenced Complaint is true
and correct, or is stated to be on information and belief is true and corre to the best of
my information and belief.

c;!!_

ME
LAW

George E. Meng, Esquire
85 Sherry Lane, Suite 1B
Prince Frederick, Maryland 20678
gem@menglaw.com www.MengLaw.com
tel410-535-5500 fax 410-535-5522

ATTORNEY A

April 19, 2012

Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee

P.O. Box 10427
Baltimore, Maryland 21209
Re: Complaint- Joseph Michael Stanalonis
Dear Committee:
Accompanying this letter is the front page of a flyer that I understand was mailed to a large
number of people in St. Mary's County. I received a copy indirectly from another attorney, whose
spouse received the mailing. That attorney for confidential reasons does not wish to file a complaint.
Per your website, I understand that Mr. Stanalonis signed the Candidate's Acknowledgment.
I believe that this flyer violates Standards I, II, III, V, and V.I.

It does not seem to be covered by the Acknowledgment, but I believe there is also a violation
of Rule 4.4 of the Maryland Code of Conduct for Judicial Appointees. Under Rule 4.5, responsibility
and discipline is tied to whether or not the person is elected. Since the election has not yet occurred,
I make this complaint to this Committee instead of the Attorney Grievance Commission or the
Judicial Disability Commission.
My specific complaints are:
1. On the right-hand side of the flyer, Judge Densford is portrayed in a Hawaiian style shirt

with a beverage (since I do not have an original I cannot make out whether it is a soda or a beer),
while Mr. Stanalonis is portrayed in a coat and tie. I believe that this is a violation of Standard V.I.
I have seen Judge Densford on many occasions and never in a casual Hawaiian shirt. I have no doubt
that it was far harder to find a photograph of him so dressed than to find one of him in a coat and tie.
While it is impossible for me to be in the mind of Mr. Stanalonis, this kind of presentation is obviously
intended to place Judge Densford in a bad light as compared to Mr. Stanalonis.

2. Mr. Stanalonis asserts that Judge Densford donated $1,000.00 to Governor O'Malley and
then on the next line that he was appointed by Governor O'Malley on February 3, 2012. There are
a number of problems with these statements. Again, noting that it is impossible for me to be in the
mind of Mr. Stanalonis, I believe that a majority of the voting public shown these two statements
would conclude at a minimum that there is an implication that Judge Densford bought his
appointment. So far in my own informal survey of my secretary, my wife, and several others that has
been the immediate response.
There are additional problems with the statement. A simple Internet review of Governor
O'Malley's website reveals the notice dated December 22, 2011 that Governor O'Malley had appointed
various Judges, including Judge Densford. The date noted on the flyer of February 3, 2012 is not the
date of appointment but rather the date that Judge Densford was sworn in. A simple Internet search
reveals that fact, along with photographs of the swearing in ceremony.
While I do not make it part of my complaint, I also note for the Committee that the Court of
Appeals recently, in oral argument, verbally dressed-down a Respondent's attorney for a lack of
professionalism in referring to a Judge by his last name. That dressing-down was also included in
the written Opinion of the Court. 1 While Mr. Stanalonis may hold Governor O'Malley in low regard,
referring to him simply by his last name is a lack of professionalism that a candidate should not
express.
3. I do not know when this flyer was printed. Since I received it on April 18, 2012, it was
obviously before that date. Judge Densford was sworn in on February 3, 2012. It is not at all
surprising that as a Circuit Court Judge, he might never have gotten to the point in nine weeks or
less of not having sentenced a criminal to jail. To include this kind of statement for a Judge who has
only been serving for a matter of weeks is not only unfair but totally inappropriate and misleading.
4. Mr. Stanalonis asserts that Judge Densford "Opposes your right to elect Judges". This
statement caused me to do an Internet search, which revealed information tending to indicate that
the statement is untrue. One of the things that I reviewed was a report of what was said at a Public
Forum sponsored by the League of Women Voters on March 29, 2012. I found this at
www.thebaynet.com. The report indicated that Judge Densford "denied that he had said he was
opposed to elections. He said the confusion arose because he supported the Bar Association releasing
to the public the results of their vote that opposed elections." From other things that I found, it
appears that Mr. Stanalonis was well familiar with the Bar Association vote and what occurred.
Judge Densford is and has been a member of the Southern Maryland Inn of Court of which I

1

See Attorney Grievance Commission v. Payer- Opinion dated February 22, 2012. See
Pages 19 to 22 and the video of the oral argument on the judiciary website.

am also a member. I regularly see him at meetings. Upon receipt of this flyer, I called him on April
18, 2012, and he verified to me that he has never indicated that he opposes the election of Judges.
Further as to another statement on the flyer, he emphatically stated that he has never indicated
opposition to registration of convicted sexual predators. He asserted that there had been a number
of other misstatements by Mr. Stanalonis and pointed particularly to the statement: "Established
JUVENILE AND ADULT DRUG COURTS" and indicated that the statement was not true. Judge
Densford said that it was the court that established the drug courts. That caused me to review Mr.
Stanalonis' website at www .joestanalonis.com on which he has the following statement: "While
serving as a prosecutor, Joe has worked extensively with multiple agencies and the court to establish
the St. Mary's County juvenile and adult drug courts." The flyer statement in that regard is
misleading at best.
5 .. At the bottom ofthe flyer is this statement: "We must reform our criminal justice system,
deal firmly and justly with crime, and stop heading down the path of protecting criminals with no
regard for the safety of our children, our schools and our community." While I recognize that one
candidate is a prosecutor and the other a defense attorney, in this flyer, Mr. Stanalonis gives the
impression that the choice of the electorate is one or the other in that context. I believe the flyer
violates Standard II and raises serious question about Mr. Stanalonis' impartiality and objectivity
as to criminal cases that might come before him were he to be elected as a Judge.

Sincerely yours,

GEM/bas
Enclosure

EXHIBIT 2

EXHIBIT 3
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MDJCCC Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee, Inc.
April 21 , 2012

Joseph Michael Stanalonis
P.O. Box 44
Leonardtown, MD 20650

Chair
Linda Bowler Pierson

Members
Betty Adams

Dear Mr. Stanalonis:

George Beall
P. Tyson Bennett
Cornelius "Neil" Helfrich
Harry R. Hughes
Sherrilyn A. Ifill
Eugene M. Lerner

As you may know, the Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct
Committee (MDJCCC) is a bi-partisan and diverse volunteer group that is
committed to promoting impartiality and upholding the dignity of the
judicial office. MDJCCC 's work has been endorsed by Chief Judge Bell,
incumbent judges and former challengers.

Timothy F. Maloney
Leigh R. Melton
Leslie Florestano Peek
A. Dwight Pettit
Roger Perkins
D. Bruce Poole
Donald B. Robertson
Stephen H. Sachs
Carmen Shepard
Kenneth Thompson
Christopher West

Legal Specialist

A complaint has been filed with MDJCCC related to your
campaign, specifically about a flyer distributed by your campaign titled, "For Circuit
Court Judge, the Choice is Clear. A complete copy of the complaint is attached for your
reference.
On behalf of the Committee I invite you, as the subject of the complaint, to
provide the Committee with a response and any additional materials you believe may
be relevant to our review of the issues raised in the complaint. The Committee will
review all of the materials and take the matter under advisement as part of its inquiry.
Members of the Committee or its staff may telephone you and others during its
investigation. Please forward to us your written response by Friday, April27, 2012.
If you have questions or would like to contact the Committee, you can call
410-465-1909.

Karen M. Thomas

Sincerely,

cc: George E. Meng

Enc.

P.O. Box 10427 1Baltimore, Maryland 212091410.465.1909 phone/fax I www.mdjccc.org

EXHIBIT4

Dear Committee,
We have received your letter dated April 21, 2012 and the attached "complaint" from Mr. Meng.
As you know, we did not sign the MJCCC Candidate Acknowledgement Form, in part due to our concerns
that your organization is sometimes used by persons like Mr. Meng to file complaints based upon
fictitious anonymous sources and internet searches. They then use the prestige of the reputations of
MJCCC and of the lawyers on your committee to give a false credence to their complaints simply by the
fact that your organization investigated it.
Out of appreciation for the laudable mission of the MJCCC and the efforts of your members, we are
providing information that we hope will be helpful as you perform the first step of your process and
determine that there is no adequate basis for further inquiry. Should this letter from Mr. Meng
somehow proceed to the next stages, please have whomever the Chairs designate to conduct such
further inquiry contact us to request additional information.
General considerations: Mr. Meng has failed to tell you that he is a friend of our opponent and a
significant contributor to the Prince George's judicial campaign slate that provided our opponent's
largest campaign contribution. We suggest that his complaint is not made in good faith . From public
records, it appears that over the last decade, Mr. Meng has appeared in SMC courts less than once per
year, and never in a criminal matter. He is not a resident of our County, he has no law practice here, and
he is not a member of our Bar association . Moreover, Mr. Meng is not a registered voter of our County.
Photograph : The photograph that Mr. Meng complains of was taken from our opponent's own
campaign Facebook account. It was posted by our opponent in his own Facebook campaign materials.
There are very few if any other photographs of our opponent in the public domain, and his own
campaign website is for some reason copyrighted. In fact, the photograph we used was cropped to
remove several other persons who would appear to be under the influence, and one who is wearing a
marijuana necklace. We have attached a copy of the entire photograph as it was actually posted by our
opponent on his campaign materials.
Political Contributions: Accord ing to data from Maryland Elections Center at the University of Maryland,
our opponent gave $1,000 to Governor O'Malley's campaign on July 14, 2010 and that amount is more
than the total of all of the other Maryland political contributions made by our opponent in the last ten
years put together. Clearly the Governor takes into account a candidate's politica l affiliations when
making judicial appointments. If Mr. Meng's survey of his family indicates to him that the Governor also
takes into account a candidate's political contributions then that would seem to be a question better
addressed to the Governor.
References to the Governor: A simple matter of space limitations necessitated referring to Governor
O'Malley simply by his surname. A cursory check of the campaign materials of the Governor himself
(and the President of the United States for that matter) will indicate it is a common practice in political
campaigns. It strikes us as similar to Mr. Meng naming his law firm simply "Meng Law" .

Experience : Our opponent points out in his complaint that in our campaign we have advised the voters
that he has never sentenced a single criminal to jail. That remains necessary, in our opinion, to clarify
the materials put forth by him that would lead an average voter to conclude that he actually had
experience as a judge. The day after our opponent was sworn to the bench, he began publishing
through signs and advertisements that the voters should Keep Judge Densford, and that Experience
Matters . These materials included a large photograph of our opponent in a judicial robe and clearly

intimated that he has been a judge for a considerable amount of time. Moreover, he repeatedly
mischaracterizes both the breadth and length of Mr. Stanalonis' experience. Attached is a photo of our
opponent's 4x8 campaign signs.
Judicial Elections: Mr. Meng's reports of his "internet search" results are misleading. Our opponent and
his public supporters and financial backers vigorously supported the SMC Bar publication to our local
media of their brand new policy position that our opponent was "properly vetted" and therefore should
not have to "be subjected to a contested judicial election". The statement paraphrased by Mr. Meng
wherein our opponent tried to blur his enthusiastic support of the SMC Bar position that there should
not be judicial elections came from a voter's forum that occurred after the mailing. We suggest that by
his political contributions, Mr. Meng has also made clear his opposition to contested judicial elections.
Drug Courts: Mr. Stanalonis is proud to have been part of the multiple agencies that originally worked
with the court to establish the SMC juvenile and adult drug courts, and to remain part of this dynamic
team today.
The St. Mary's County Juvenile Drug Court program was established in 2003 under the direction of Judge
Marvin Kaminetz and was established after an eight month team collaboration with a memorandum of
understanding between the Saint Mary's County Circuit Court, Mr. Stanalonis as the representative of
the Saint Mary's County State's Attorney's Office, the Saint Mary's County Sheriffs Department, the
Maryland Department of Juvenile Services, the Saint Mary's County Public Defender' s Office, Walden
Sierra Inc., the Saint Mary's County Health Department and the Saint Mary's County Public Schools. Mr.
Stanalonis continues to serve as the representative of the State's Attorney for the Juvenile Drug Court
program .
The St. Mary's County Adult Drug Court program was established in 2007 under the direction of Judge
Karen Abrams and was established with the collaboration of the Saint Mary's County Circuit Court, Mr.
Stanalonis as the representative of the Saint Mary's County State's Attorney's Office, the Saint Mary's
County Sheriffs Department, the Saint Mary's County Public Defender's Office, Walden Sierra Inc., the
Saint Mary' s County Health Department, and other stakeholders in our community. Mr. Stanalonis
continues to serve as the representative of the State's Attorney for the Adult Drug Court program .
Attached is a copy of documentation regarding the Juvenile and Adult Drug Courts.
Sexual Offender Registry: Mr. Stanalonis has served as the primary prosecutor of crimes involving sexual
assaults and sexual child abuse in SMC for 15 years. On numerous occasions, he has litigated these
cases with our opponent representing the defendants. On numerous occasions, our opponent has
vocalized his opposition to placing these convicted criminals upon the registry after their convictions. As

reasons, he has cited privacy concerns, and the fact that the registry requirements survive beyond the
end of the offender's incarceration. We suggest that Mr. Meng is vaguely paraphrasing his telephone
conversation with his preferred candidate, our opponent, simply to generate a complaint.
Statement on Judicial Reform : Mr. Stanalonis' statement is a general expression of his belief that the
criminal justice system needs to be reformed . It makes no reference to his opponent or his opponent's
beliefs with regard to the statement being made . Whi le we stand by our contention that our justice
system can be improved, there is nothing in the materials to suggest that Mr. Stanalonis will not be fa ir
or impartial.

We trust that after your review of Mr. Meng's letter and this information, you will determine that there
is no adequate basis for further inquiry. Should your inquiry somehow proceed to the next stages and
actually be docketed as some sort of complaint, please have whomever the Chairs designate to conduct
such further inquiry contact us to request additional information. Please know that while we cannot
address further vague allegations of our opponent's campaign members like Mr. Meng that are based
upon anonymous sources, third-hand conversations, and incomplete internet searches, we are willing to
speak to any first-hand and direct concerns.
With Best Regards,
The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis

EXHIBIT 5
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III
M D JCCC Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee, Inc.
May 18,2012

Mr. Joseph Stanalonis
c/o The Committee to Elect Joseph tanalonis
P.O. Box 44
Leonardtown, MD 20650

Dear Mr. Stanalonis:
Thank you for your response to the Committee· s April 21. 201 2
letter. We received your reply on May 5. 2012 and have reviewed the contents.
We would like to extend to you an opportunity to provide further details that
may assist the Committee with its inquiry in the following areas:
1. ex Offender Registrv. We would like to give you an
opportunity to provide more background to your campaign's claim that Judge
Densford opposes placing convicted sex offender on a registry . Please provide
any proof or documentation you have to support this claim. For example, are
you aware of occasions during which Judge Densford vocalized his opposition
to a sexual offender registry outside of his role as a defense attorney? Or,
instead. were his oppositions voiced solely in the context of a trial in which he
was representing a defendant for whom he had advocacy responsibilities under
the Rules of Professional Conduct? Please provide specific details.
2. Facebook Picture. The Committee appreciates the inclusion
of the enlarged photo of Judge Densford used in your campaign materials.
Your response indicates that the photo was taken from Judge Densford' s
campaign Facebook page. and we hope that you may be able to provide
additional images to support that claim. Since the photo is no longer available
on Facebook. we ask that you provide the screenshot saved in your campaign
materials.

3. Complete Copy of Fh'er. The Committee reiterates its
request that you provide a complete copy of the campaign flyer in question. so
that it may review both sides of the mailer. As you know, the Committee has a
copy of one side of the flyer, which does not contain an authority line as
required by Md. Code Ann., Elect. § 1-IOl(k) and§ 13-401. As each campaign

P.O. Box I 0427 1Baltimore. Maryland 21209 141 0.465.1909 phone/fax 1w w w .mdjccc.org
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M D JCCC Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee, Inc.
entity is required to keep a sample copy of all campaign material for at least
one year after the general election (see Md. Code Ann .. Elect.§ I 3-403), we
know this should not be a problem. The Committee is prepared to accept a
paper copy or a digital image.
4. Signature. Finally, the Committee asks that you re-submit
your response to the complaint and please include your personal signature or
the signature of a representative for your campaign.
The Committee looks forward to hearing from you at your
earliest convenience. We would request that you submit any response not later
than June l , 2012.

Sincerely .
.~:-

.,

".Jo.-f: I
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tr {_;-Jl .: , , ,
....._

( .V- 7\_J

Linda B. Pierson

P.O. Box I 0427 I Baltimore, Maryland 21209 1410.465. 1909 phone/f ax I www .mdjccc.org

EXHIBIT 6

May 30,2012

Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee, Inc.
P.O. Box 10427
Baltimore, Maryland 21209

Dear Committee,
We have received your letter dated May 18, 2012 which requested additional details to assist the
Committee with its inquiry.
Based on the requests contained in the Committee's letter, we would respectfully ask for clarification as
to the exact nature of the complaint(s) that the Committee is investigating?
The original complaint that we received made reference to a phone conversation between Mr. Meng
and Judge Densford regarding the Sex Offender Registry, but we have not received a signed compla int
from Judge Densford with respect to his position concerning the Sex Offender Registry. Accord ing to
your handbook, the complaint must be accompanied by supporting material and signed by the
complainant.
The information the Committee has requested regarding the photo that was obtained from Judge
Densford's campaign Facebook account suggests that Judge Densford has denied placing the photo on
his Facebook account. Our position is that this would constitute a separate complaint which should be
signed and include any supporting material. Should Judge Densford sign a comp laint indicating that
neither he nor his campaign placed the photo in question onto his Facebook page, then we would be
happy to provide the requested screenshot.
Add itionally, the Committee has requested that our campaign provide a copy of the flyer that is the
subject of this complaint. Our position, which was stated to Ms. Thomas via phone conversation, is that
we are surprised t hat t he Committee proceeded at ai i without first obtain ing fro rn Mr. Meng t he actu ai
material that he was complaining about on behalf of an anonymous person. Further, the request from
the Committee suggests that a complaint has been filed regarding the "authority line as required by Md.
Code Ann., Elect. § 1-101(k) and§ 13-401", however we have received no such complaint.
Finally, we renew our position that Mr. Meng's allegations are without merit and provide no adequate
basis for further inquiry. If the Committee can provide us with a list of each of the complaints that the
Committee has determined should be reviewed , as well as the supporting materials relating to those
complaints and which members of the Committee have been designated to conduct this inquiry, our
Campaign Committee can respond accordingly.
With Best Regards,
The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis

EXHIBIT 7

ME
LAW

George E. Meng, Esquire
85 Sherry Lane, Suite 1B
Prince Frederick, Maryland 20678
gem@menglavl'.com ww>-v.MengLaw.com
tel410-535-5500 fax 410-535-5522

ATTORNEY A

May 17, 2012

Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee
P.O. Box 10427
Baltimore, Maryland 21209
Re: Complaint- Joseph Michael Stanalonis

SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENTATION

Dear Committee:
I attach with this letter original supplemental documentation as follows:
1. Copy of Community Breakfast announcement that does not appear to have an indication
of authority.
2. Originals of two documents that I previously sent. Note two things about the backside of
one: (1) the FOP insignia with the words "Endorsed By Our Local Police". It is my understanding that
the endorsement was from the FOP and not the local police; and (2) on the second the word "for"
below the picture of the young girl and to the right of the FOP insignia.
3. A smaller mailing that includes the same FOP insignia and "for" items.
4. Copy of March 28, 2012 article from The Enterprise with portions highlighted that are
relevant to some of the following items.
5. St. Mary's County Republican Central Committee Lincoln/Reagan Dinner brochure from
May 11, 2012. Note Page 3. The quote from the middle of the ad attributed to The Enterprise article
of March 28, 2012 has been changed so that it appears to refer solely to Mr. Stanalonis . Note also the
change of the word "for". Note, too, that the endorsement by the police has been corrected to
"Fraternal Order of Police".

6.

Copy of The County Times for March 29, 2012. Note a similar ad on Page 7 with the

corrected endorsement for the Fraternal Order of Police, the adjusted quote from The Enterprise, and
the use of the word "for". Note also the authority line and its placement.
7. Photograph of lawn sign measuring 18"x 24". Note that the word "for " measures lh" and
its placement.
8. Picture oflarge sign showing endorsement by FOP. Note the placement of the word "for".
9. Picture of bumper sticker.
10. Copies of mailings dated March 7 and February 20, 2012.
11. Copy of part of website. It includes the statement: "Joe created the St. Mary's County
Child Advocacy Center .... " I am advised that he did not create the Advocacy Center. It was started
by Walden/Sierra.
12. Copy of page from website, which includes the statement: "During his tenure in the State's
Attorney's Office, he has tried more cases than any other prosecutor." Some have apparently
questioned the veracity of that statement.

Sinc~s,

?

GEM/bas
Enclosure

EXHIBIT 8

EXHIBIT 9
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Joe Stanalonis

Dave De·nsford

Tough Prosecutor

Career Criminal Defense Attorney

, / 16 Years as a St. Mary's County Prosecutor
, / Protecting Our Community, Not the Criminals

X

Donated $1,000 to O'Malley on July 14, 2010

, / Prosecuted Thousands of Criminal Cases

X

Appointed by O'Malley on February 3, 2012

, / Supports your right to elect Judges

X

As Judge, has never sentenced a single criminal to jail

, / Established JUVENILE AND ADULT DRUG COURTS

X

Opposes your right to elect Judges

, / Led 'PROJECT GRADUATION' In St. Mary's for 16 years

X

Opposes registration of convicted sexual predators

, / Pioneered SHOP-WITH-A-COP Program
, / Endorsed by the Fraternal Order of Pollee

9f's no£ {he {irs£ fime these

•••

For 16 years, Joe Stanalonis has served in our courtrooms
prosecuting career criminals. A tough prosecutor who knows
the law, that is who we deserve for Circuit Court Judge.
UAs your Assistant State 's Attorney, I know the burden crime and
violence has on our community. We must reform our criminal
justice system, deal firmly and justly with crime, and stop heading
down the path of protecting criminals with no regard for the safety
of our children, our schools and our communitYr
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- _~----------..-~
The experi~nc~tp . dqthe,.job
~ircuit

court judge

.
.
1n StMary's County; the_ most hotlY: co~tested race ill the April 3 pnmary elecnon IS ..
the ostensibly nor\ partisan contesrfor cirCUit
court jl!dge. At stake is a 15year term on the bench .
The candidates are P~vid
Densford, who was appoillt·
·
ed by the governor to the job
in December arJd sworn in
Feb. 3, and Joseph Stanalonis, a longtime St
Mary's County assistant state's attorney.
Leave q.side that this has taken on the
trappings of a partisan contest, and that the
St Mary's County Republi~an Cen~al Co!fl-mittee endorsed Stanalorus, partly ill a b1d to
embarrass Gov. Martin O'Malley; even
though both men are Democrats.
. AI;ld accept the cockeyed state law that .
says candidates can nm on both the Republican and Democratic ballots but that inde- ·
pendent voters can't v ote in the primary. lf
one candidate wins b o th primaries, the race
is over and those unaffiliated voters never
will get a chance to vote.
Finally; wade through the overheated
rhetoric by the surrogates acting as opponents of both candidates.
.
Here's what matters. Who is the person
best qualified by career experience to preside
over all the types of cases that make up the
docket in circuit cow:;t? That is David Dens-·
ford.
Both Densford and Stanalonis are decent,
honorable men who have ~aken their legal·
work seriously and been generous with their
time in community affairs. But Densford has
a longer arJd more varied career, handling
criminal and civil ca ses. Civil matters make
up much of the ca:;eload of a circuit court
judge.
The Fraternal Order of Police prefers
Slanalonis. That's lUlderstandable because

he has been a prosecutor for more than 16
the House ofRepresimtative~; be is p~ ~f
awayfroni the bep1.0crats.'
years, and much of Densford's work in his
·· DjlLAnthol).y J. O'DtiniieUofLusby; who
the Democtaticlea(!ership in Congt~s; yet
private practice was as a criminal defense
·degpite his national profile has attended dill" represents ·Parts of Calveri: and St Mary's
. attorney. That means his job was to try to
·cowitie$ jn the Maiyland General Assembly; · .
gently to the inte!estS of constituent:s iii bis
·poke holes in the work of police officerS and . districL
·offers tl).e GOP,the b~t chime~ todo that in .
' · .
. . · · . · ·.
prosecutors, and he has at
He bas remained a tireles~ and effective
· the.November electiorL He is also beti:er pre.,tUnes done that successfully.
.advocate fo:rfederal workers .,.:c. tliere ar~ ' ~
pared thap. the other twp'c<!lldidates, David,
62,000 of them in his dist:Qct .....,.._anQfor
Hill o[Bowie and Glenn Morton. of Bowie, to
1n his wm;k as a judge, he
· ·
.·
will have a different role.Southern N!arylandmilitaryinstallations,
.represent the district in Congress if his cam- · _
D~nsford has said clearly that • including Patuxent River Nava[Air Station;
.
paign is sm;cessful.in November. ·..
he understands that hi crirn- Naval Surface Warfare Center, lndian Head ·.
O'Donnell is minoqty leader of the Maryina! cases, the goal is to convict the guilty
Division; and the Navy Recreation Center in · land House of Delegates. His party is badly
and hand down the appropriate punishc
Solomons.
· ' '· · · ..
' : ·. ' ' · : outrmrnbered in Annapolis and it falls to
ment But they should be proveq guilty. and · , ·, Thework as:mciated with Jbos~ Navy .
O'Donnell to publicly and forcefully argue
often are, by good: police work and prosecu- · facilities; a: ong With )he paychecks of the rest ' the Republican position ina bid to alter or
lion. That is a protection all of )IS should
6f the fede ra1 workforce, are the lifebl9ridof
block initia):ives of the majority.
expect for the innocent.
much of the economy in Southern Maryland.
pespite his often partisan profile in
· Densford has a quick legal mind and a
Hoyer
his staff pay constant attention to... .- Annapolis, be works with-fellow legislators
depth of experience. He has been judged
challenge:> that .colll.d move wo,rk at these ·
· and local officials, Democrats and Republi~
qualified for the bench by groups _of !tis peers Navy basts elsew1Je,e, and work with others .. cans, irl Southern Maryland to advance th~!
and recommended by a Judicial Nominating'
in the con'linunity and Congress to .count(!r .
interests of the district he represents. He did
Committee, and those who made these judg-. those cballepges. fie has brought a steady
. this, for example, when be backed the purnients are not just the political hacks that
stream of Pentagon officials to .visit these o·.
·chase and demolition, partly using state ·
Densford's opponents make them out to be.
bases to understand )he importance of the
. funds; of decaying rental housing in the flight
As judge, Derisford's new role is not to be
.
.
.
· path of Patuxent River NavalAir Station to
work done here. ·,
an advocate or adversary. It is tq decide cases
He is JIOt so hyper-partisan as to be an
help protect the qase f,rolll encroachment by
on their merits and according to existing law.
obstacle;to getting work done fu C.origress
. development.
·
·
·
He understands that and bas the ability to
and ih fact is more willing tl).ari most of the _
His opponents in the primary election
applyitto all the matters that will come
. ·,have developed criticisms of c\.rn:erit'national .
Democilltic leadership to reach aci:oss the
before him.
·
. ·policythatreflect'the beliefs of elementS of · ,
·aisle to try to work out a comproinise. · "
. Pemfeton's campaigtJbas beeri1al:gely
., the Republi~ Party. but they have not displayed the br.e adth qfknowledge, particularly
invisiblf· She gave vague answers; and in ·
House of Representatives.-'on issues of imp,ortance to Southern Marysome C<ses did not an8Wer at all; a .series.of
Democratic
qi.JestioJis-for our voters guide:Hoyer woUld
land, that O'Donnell has.
. ·
be aJar.tnore effectiYe'Cahdidate for his party
O'Donnell would be the strongest candi- ' .·
Democrats in Maryland~s 5th District,
in the!iovember election.
. .. .
date to make the ·case for the GOP in a dis.which includes all of Southern Maryland as
.
·
·. ·
trict where Democrats hol.:l a heavy voter
well as parts of Prince George's and Anne ·
registration ~dge.
Arundel counties, have a choice between the . HoUSI! of Ftepresentatives --:-:incumbent, Rep. Steny Hoyer of MechanRepll'llli4=atl
'
'Note: No endorsements are offered for St.
icsville and challenger Cathy Johnson
.The Republicapswill choose among three . Marx's County Bo?rd of Education because ~o
Pendleton of Laurel.
Hoyer, through his long record of service, . candicates onApril3 as they pick someone , .· candidates ~ove· on to. ~he November elect1on.
tb tryfO take Matylancl'sSth District seat
. .from each pnmary election contest.
is the clear choice. As the minority whip in

Q Ur Qp· iniOn

.

ano

· Letters t() the editor

Our right to elect judges

Only ohei~ 'most: highly·qualified' for circuit bench
As a m~ffip~rotth~Marylru:,d and

Stanalonis does not He bas only been
rps~cutor; whic~ ..:io~s nOti_JrOvide
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November 14
Joe Stanalonis is running for Circuit Court Judge! Show your support here
and at the polls!
Joe Stanalonis has been a devoted advocate of our community for over two
decades. Joe was raised here in St. Mary's County, attending Chopticon High
School. He then attended the University of Maryland Baltimore County. Joe
went on to attend Jaw school at the University ofBaltimore, commuting from
Lexington Park each day while working full time.
With his Jaw degree, Joe made a commitment to our community. He became a
prosecutor. He joined the St. Mary's County State's Attorney's Office to fight
crime in the community. He's been doing this, case by case, for the last
sixteen years. He has prosecuted and convicted hundreds of criminals,
including murderers, sex offenders, and drug dealers.
Joe's entire career has been spent keeping the streets of St. Mary's County
safer. He's never worked for, taken money from, or helped a sex offender,
drug dealer, or murderer. He has steadfastly worked to put these heinous
criminals behind bars where they belong.
While serving as a prosecutor, Joe has worked extensively with multiple
agencies and the court to establish the St Mary's County Juvenile and Adult
Drug Courts. LT! doing thi s he has helped these addicted to illegal substances
kick the habit and become productive members of our community. Joe created
the St. Mary's County Child Advocacy Center, an organization in our
community helping the child victims of physical and sexual abuse.
In 2002, Joe became a member of the Seventh District Optimist Club and has
served in various leadership positions, including President. As a member of
the Optimist Club Joe began the St. Mary's County Shop With a Cop program
which provides Christmas to children in need. Over the past nine years the
program has helped more than 1,000 children and has raised over $250,000.00
in donations. As coordinator of the St. Mary's County Project Graduation, Joe
provides graduating high school seniors with a safe, alcohol-free environment
to celebrate graduation night. Since the program began, St. Mary's County has
not had a single alcohol-related death during graduation week. Joe is a
member of the St Mary's County Bar Association. He is currently an active
participant on the Scholarship Committee, which has provided scholarships to
local graduating seniors since 2008 and has previously served as President.

Over the years, others have recognized Joe's commitment to St Mary's
County. In 2010, he received a commendation from the FBI for his work
prosecuting child abuse and child pornography. He was awarded Citizen of
the Year in 2007 by SheriffTimothy Cameron.
Joe, his wife Jodi, and his four children, Alexxis, Joseph, Reagan, and Ethan,
live in Hollywood. They are each active in the community, playing football,
basketball, dance, and horseback. The family has deeply rooted Christian
values and they are active members of St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church.
Joe is an invested stakeholder in our community and strives to make St.
Mary's County a better place to live. As Circuit Court judge, he will continue
to work for the citizens of St. Mary's County protecting our community.

A:vvarcls

Stanley G. Goodwin Award (2010)
FBI Commendation (2010)

About Joe StanalonisiCandidate St. Mary's County Circuit Cour ... Page 1 of2
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Like

Send

36 people like this. Be the first of your friends.

Joe Stanalonis has been a devoted advocate of our community for ove r two decades. Joe
was raised here in St. ~1ary's County, attending Chopticon High School. He then attended
the University of Maryland Ba ltimore County. Joe went on to attend law school at the
University of Baltimore, commuting from Lexington Park each day while working full tim e.
With his law degree, Joe made a commitment to our community. He became a prosecutor.
He jo ined the St. Mary's County State's Attorney's Office to fight crime in the community.
He's been doing th~s, case by case, for the !ast sixteen years. He has pro~ecuted ar.d
convicted hundreds of criminals, including murderers, sex offenders, and drug dealers.

Joe greeting Delegate Johnny
Wood at the Comm unity
Breakfast fund raiser.
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Joe's entire ca reer has been spent keeping the streets of St. Mary 's County safer. He's
never worked for, taken money from, or helped a sex offender, drug dealer, or murderer.
He has steadfastly worked to put these heinous criminals beh in d bars where they be long.
Joe currently serves as the Senior Assistant States Attorney for St. ~1ary's County. He is
responsible for overseei ng the Special Victims Unit, the Child Support Division, the Juvenile
Court Division, both the Juvenile and Adu lt Drug Courts, and the Project Graduation
Program. Over the past 16 years he has prosecuted thousands of cases covering hundreds
of crimes. During his tenure in the States Attorney's Office, he has tried more cases than
any other Prosecutor.
Whi le serving as a prosecutor, Joe has worked extensively with multiple agencies and the
court to establish the St. Mary's County Juveni le and Adult Drua Courts. In doing this he
has helped those addicted to illegal substances kick the hab it and become productive
members of our community. Joe created the St. Mary's County Chi ld Advocacy Center, an
organization in our community he lp ing the child victims of physical and sexual abuse.

Get Updates
Email Address

Zip

In 2002, Joe became a member of the Seventh District Optimist Cl ub and has ser ved in
various leadership positions, including President. As a member of the Optim ist Club Joe
began the St. Mary's County Shop With a Cop program which provides Christmas to
ch ild ren in need. Over the past nine yea rs the program has helped more than 1,000
ch ildren and has ra ised over $250,000.00 in donations. As coordinator of t he St. Mary's
County Project Graduation, Joe provides graduating high school seniors with a safe, alcohol
·free environment to celebrate graduation night. Since the program began, St. Mary's
County has not had a single alcohol-related death during graduation week. Joers a
member of the St. Mary's Co un ty Bar Association . He is currently an active participant on
the Scholarsh ip Committee, wh ich has provided scholarships to local graduating seniors
since 2008 and has previously served as President.
Over the years, others have recognized Joe's comm itment to St. Mary's County. In 2010,
he received a comm endation from the FBI for his work prosecuting child abuse and ch ild
pornography. He was awarded Citizen of the Year in 2007 by Sheriff Timotl1y Cameron.
Joe, his wife Jodi, and his four children, Alexx is, Joseph, Reagan, and Ethan, live in
Hollywood. They are each active in the community, playing footba ll, basketball , dance, and
horseback. The famf!y has deep ly rooted Christian valu es and they are active members of
St. Francis Xavier Cathol ic Church.
Joe is an invested stakeholder in our commu nity and stri ves to make St. Mary's County a
better place to live. As Circuit Court judge, he wil l conti nue to work for the citizens of St.
Mary's County protecting our community.

http://www.joestanalonis.com/aboutjoe
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From tlze desk of. ..

Joseph Stan.alonis
February 20, 2012
.::...?

Dear N~ifor, /}1q-yr._ I
.

'

On April 3, you will decide who will serve you as Judge for the Saint Mary's
County Circuit Court for the next fifteen years - a big decision. I'm one of two
candidates that you will be given a choice of voting for and for that reason, I
want you to know more about me.
My decision to ask for your vote for Judge is not one that I made lightly. I have
thought long and hard a~out the burdens of a campaign 011 rl1Y family. But the
broken judicial appointment system imposed by politicians continues to fail us.
I have watched the burden on our community brought about by crime and
violence, and I know that we are at a crossroads. Will we reform our criminal
justice system and deal firmly and justly with crime, or will we continue down the
path of protecting criminais without any regard for the safety of our children, our
schools and our community?
I have served as a prosecutor in Saint Mary's County for 16 years. I have
charged and convicted hundreds of violent career criminals including murderers,
child abusers, sex offenders, and drug dealers. For my entire legal career I have
represented Saint Mary's County in our courtrooms everyday - I have never
taken a dime from a violent career criminal.
While defense attorneys and others seem to constantly agonize over ways to
expand the rights and protections of criminals, I have fought to protect our right
to live and raise our children in a safe and secure community. I have spent 16
years making sure criminal trials are a search for truth and justice - not for a
loophole to send a career criminal back out tbe re.vohting door.
Besides hopeless criminals, I have prosecuted hundreds of drunk drivers, drug
addicts, small-time thieves, deadbeat parents and juvenile offenders. My
experience has taught me to recognize the difference between a person who has
committed a crime and needs to be penalized and someone who needs to be
taken out of our community completely. I have helped develop ways to
discourage first time offenders - especially young ones - from continuing down
the path of crime.
As your Assistant State's Attorney, I have worked to establish the St. Mary's
County Juvenile and Adult Drug Courts helping those addicted to illegal

Fron? tile desk of...

Joseph Stanalonis
substances escape the cycle of poverty and dependence; to create the St. Mary's
County Child Advocacy Center, helping the child victims of physical and sexual
abuse; and managed Project Graduation providing a safe, alcohol-free place for
our high school seniors on graduation night.
I was raised in Saint Mary's County. My father worked as a carpenter for Union
Local 132 and my mother worked for the Greater ?outheast Community Hospital.
They taught me at an early age a strong work ethic and the importance of
earning a good education.
I attended Chopticon High School and worked at the McDonald's in Charlotte
Hall. I worked construction jobs as a laborer to pay for college at the University
of Maryland - Baltimore County and law school at the University of Baltimore.
Upon graduating from law school, I made a commitment to our community to
become a prosecutor and joined the St. Maryfs County Statefs Attorneyfs Office
to fight crime in the community.
I have been married to my wife Jodi for sixteen years. Our four children, Alexxis,
Joseph, Reagan, and Ethan are active in the community, playing football,
basketball, dance, and horseback. We are also active members of Saint Francis
Xavier Catholic Church.
I care deeply about our county and, as your next Circuit Court Judge, I will
continue to work for you to keep it safe. I will take the lessons I have learned to
make Saint Mary's County a better safer place to raise our children. Please take
a moment to look at my website at www.JoeStanalonis.com.
I ask for your thoughtful consideration, and your vote, in the primary on April 3,
2012.

q

Warm

Reg~
ard:~
~ · 1 · ~\
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oe Stanalonts
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From the desk of- ..

Joseph Stanalonis
March 7, 2012

Dear~f~'
On April 3, you will decide who will serve you as Judge for the Saint Mary's County
Circuit Court for the next fifteen years- a big decision. I'm one of two candidates that
you will be given a choice of voting for and for that reason, I want you to know more
about me.
My decision to ask for your vote for Judge is not one that I made lightly. I have
thought long and hard about the burdens of a campaign on my family. But the
broken judicial appointment system imposed by politicians continues to fail us. My
opponent in this election is a liberal defense attorney appointed by Governor
O'Malley on the advice of far left-wing politicians and trial lawyers. He simply does
not represent the conservative family values of Saint Mary's County.
I have watched the burden on our community brought about by crime and violence,
and i know that we are at a crossroads. \!Viii we reform our criminal justice system
and deal firmly and justly with crime, or will we continue down the path of protecting
criminals without any regard for the safety of our children, our schools and our
community?
I have served as a prosecutor in Saint Mary's County for 16 years. I have charged
and convicted hundreds of violent career criminals including murderers, child
abusers, sex offenders, and drug dealers. For my entire legal career I have
represented Saint Mary's County in our courtrooms everyday - I have never taken a
dime from a violent career criminal.
While defense attorneys and others seem to constantly agonize over ways to expand
the rights and protections of criminals, I have fought to protect our right to live and
raise our children in a safe and secure community. I have spent 16 years making
sure criminal trials are a search for truth and justice - not for a loophole to send a
career criminal back out the revolving door.
Besides hopeless criminals, I have' prosecuted hundreds of drunk drivers, drug
addicts, small-time thieves, deadbeat parents and juvenile offenders. My experience
has taught me to recognize the difference between a person who has committed a
crime and needs to be penalized and someone who needs to be taken out of our
community completely. I have helped develop ways to discourage first time
offenders - especially young ones - from continuing down the path of crime.
As your Assistant State's Attorney, I have worked to establish the St. Mary's County
Juvenile and Adult Drug Courts helping those addicted to illegal substances escape

From tiLe desk of. ..

Joseph Stanalonis
the cycle of poverty and dependence; to create the St. Mary's County Child Advocacy
Center, helping the child victims of physical and sexual abuse; and managed Project
Graduation providing a safe, alcohol-free place for our high school seniors on ·
graduation night.
I was raised in Saint Mary's County. My father worked as a carpenter for Union Local
132 and my mother worked for the Greater Southeast Community Hospital. They
taught me at an early age a strong work ethic and th~ importance of earning a good
education.
I attended Chopticon High School and worked at the McDonald's in Charlotte Hall.
worked construction jobs as a laborer to pay for college at the University of Maryland
- Baltimore County and law school at the University of Baltimore. Upon graduating
from law school, I made a commitment to our community to become a prosecutor and
joined the St. Mary's County State's Attorney's Office to fight crime in the community.
I have been married to my wife Jodi for sixteen years. Our four children, Alexxis,
Joseph, Reagan, and Ethan are active in the community, playing football, basketball,
dance, and horseback. We are also active members of Saint Francis Xavier Catholic
Church.
I care deeply about our county and, as your next Circuit Court Judge, I will continue
to work for you to keep it safe. I will take the lessons I have learned to make Saint
Mary's County a better safer place to raise our children. Please take a moment to
look at my website at www.JoeStanalonis.com, and consider making a small
contribution to my campaign to help me combat my opponenf-s~istortions of my
experience which have been financed by the liberal defense attorneys and trial
lawyers that support him.
I ask for your thoughtful consideration, and your vote, in the primary on April 3, 2012.

arm Regards,

9,e
Joe Stanalonis
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MDJCCC Maryland Judicial Campaign Conduct Committee, Inc.
June 15, 2012

Mr. Joseph Stanalonis
c/o The Committee to Elect Joseph Stanalonis
P.O. Box 44
Leonardtown, MD 20650

RE: MDJCCC Complaint
Dear Mr. Stanalonis:
We have received your reply to the Committee' s letter dated May 14, 2012.
The complaint that has been filed with MDJCCC related to your campaign,
specifically about a flyer distributed by your campaign titled, "For Circuit
Court Judge, the Choice is Clear, has been amended. A complete copy of the
complaint amendment is attached for your reference.
On behalf of the Committee I invite you, as the subject of the complaint, to
provide the Committee with a response and any additional materials you
believe may be relevant to our review of the issues raised in the complaint.
The Committee will review all of the materials and take the matter under
advisement as part of its inquiry. Members of the Committee or its staff may
telephone you and others during its investigation. Please forward to us your
written response by Friday, June 29, 2012.
If you have questions or would like to contact the Committee, you can call
410-465-1909.
Sincerely,

Linda B. Pierson

cc: George E. Meng

P.O. Box 10427 1Baltimore, Maryland 21209 1410.465.1909 phone/fa x I www.mdjccc.org

EXHIBIT 21

Dear Committee,
We have received the "amended complaint" sent to you from
our opponent's campaign team .
It appears that our opponent , having been told that the
photograph he complained of in his first correspondence
actually from his own campaign website (sans his friend
the marijuana necklace) , has now switched his complaint
series of disagreements with the size of the word "for"
our campaign materials.

was
with
to a
in

In the face of repeated false assertions by our opponent
about his record , we have resolved to maintain a positive
campaign focused upon the h a rd work , experience , community
contributions and achievements of Joe Stanalonis. We remain
available to assist the MDJCCC in your efforts , but we
decline to meet the endless "supplemental" personal attacks
of Mr . Meng.
If the Committee is inquiring as to allegations of
violations of specific rules of the MDJCCC , please let us
know and please let us know the rules that you are
considering .
We maintain that , unlike our opponent's misleading
materials, all of the messages conveyed in our
communications with Saint Mary ' s County voters are correct
and straightforward :
1 . Mr. Stanalonis has served in Saint Mary's County
courtrooms as a prosecutor for 16 years . He has
prosecuted thousands of criminal cases , and has never
been hired by career criminal . Meanwhile , our opponent
has earned his living as a defense attorney - although
he constantly attempts to mislead voters on this point
in his campaign materials . Since our opponent has made
"Experience Matters" the slogan of his campaign, the
voters deserve to know exactly what that experience is
when they evaluate the candidates for judge.
2. Our opponent is opposed to the contested election of
judges. He has gone to great lengths to make sure the

voters of Saint Mary ' s County know that a vocal
minority of the local bar share his view that " properly
vettedu judicial appointments should not have to be
"subjected tou an election . We respectfully disagree
and believe that an open and fair election of judges is
crucial to a democracy ' s system of checks and balances ,
as did the framers of Maryland ' s Constitution .
3 . Mr. Stanalonis has been involved in our community , and
the organizations that serve our community , for many
years . He has volunteered with the local police and
other charitable groups to pioneer our "Shop-With-ACopu program to help children from our poorest
communities buy school supplies and gifts for their
families at Christmas . Mr . Stanalonis has worked with
our high schools and volunteers from throughout Saint
Mary's County to coordinate " Project Graduationu for
sixteen years. Additionally , he worked with the courts
here - and many other members of our local community to establish and manage our successful adult and
juvenile drug courts. Mr . Stanalonis also worked with
partners throughout our community to launch and
continue our Child Advocacy Center . The suggestion by
our opponent's friend that a single local organization
started the CAC (or any other of these extraordinary
ventures) is simply ridiculous .
4 . The Fraternal Order of Police , representing police
officers from all agencies in Saint Mary ' s County, has
overwhelmingly end orsed and supported our campaign . We
are proud of Mr . Stanalonis ' long history of working
side-by-side with the police in our county to keep our
families, schools and communities safe.
5 . Alternatively , our opponent has said that the FOP
endorsement is of little consequence and has instead
received the endorsement and financial backing of the
Prince George ' s political action committee (PAC)
established to support candidates based solely upon the
criteria that they were appointed by the Governor.

Ultimately , the voters of our county will decide whose
endorsement more closely matches their values.
We understand that your corporation , the judiciary
establishment that created the MDJCCC, and most of the
individual members of the MDJCCC themselves are opposed to
the contested election of judges, and we respect all of your
individual rights to your own opinions . On the other hand ,
we hope that your organization will not simply turn letters
from financial contributors and campaign supporters of
appointed judges into "complaints " that undermine your own
efforts on behalf of your political beliefs.
Anonymous complaints , third hand innuendos , bald allegations
from our opponent's campaign contributors that "some have
apparently questioned the veracity" of campaign statements,
and personal attacks of the ilk forwarded by Mr. Meng should
not amount to an inquiry , much less a complaint to be
considered by the fine citizens who serve as members of your
corporation.
We have worked hard to keep our campaign honest,
straightforward , positive and focused on the real issues
that Saint Mary ' s County voters should consider when
electing a Circuit Court judge . We trust that your
organization will do likewise .
We hope that the MDJCCC will not find that proper
information has been brought to you to warrant the
initiation of any formal inquiry .
If you do determine that
a formal inquiry is in order , we expect that you will notify
us of the specific allegations that the committee is
investigating, and the specific rules that you suggest we
have violated.
In that case we look forward to assisting
your committee however we can.

Respectfully,
The Committee to Elect Joe Stanalonis

